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Roz Rosenblum
Art was my major in college and the onset of my
love affair with photography. Now, over 50 years
later, I find alternative processes the stimulus for
my work as I dabble in a multitude of techniques
and media. Taking the photograph is only my
first step. Then, I bleach, tone, paint, etch and
construct photo assemblages with my original
images. Combining my background as an artist
with my excitement in creating something new
has now been enhanced in the digital world.

Biography
Originally, I thought of myself as a nature and
wildlife photographer. However, the lure of sports,
architecture, photojournalism as well as wedding
photography has expanded my horizons. Teaching
has also played a large part in my photographic life. I
loved being an instructor of darkroom photography
for adults with emotional disabilities; teaching a
course entitled: THE ART OF SEEING at Rutgers State
University; critiquing photographic competitions
and appearing as a guest speaker and presenter
of my photo shows. I’ve given presentations at the
Photographic Society of America (PSA) in NYC, at
the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, as
well as for numerous camera clubs in the Tri-State
area. My work has been exhibited at the Nassau
County Museum of Art in NY, the Hubbard Museum
in New Mexico, the Center of Fine Art Photography
in Colorado and the Cork Gallery in Avery Fisher
Hall at Lincoln Center.
It was very exciting having my image of Louis
Vuitton’s flagship store in Manhattan chosen as
the cover for this issue of IMPRINTS. I spotted the
intriguing swirl of pattern on the corner as we
stopped for a traffic light (the very same one shown
in the photo). Usually, I find myself annoyed wasting
my time waiting for the light to change. However,
this time I was delighted when the long light
allowed me to grab this one image.
www.roz-artist.com
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From the Editor
Dear Members and Friends:
Our

second annual online issue of Imprints, featuring the photographers of PWP, is here.
Our theme this year was Urban Landscapes and thanks to the talents of our members we
received many wonderful images. Juror Charles Traub of School of Visual Arts selected the
sixteen images you see here, and we thank him.
The grand prize image, by Roz Rozenblum,
graces our cover and is
an iconic photograph of
Fifth Avenue and 57th
Street, with the Louis
Vuitton building standing out. But not all the
images are from New York; there are a wide variety of international photographs ranging
from Prague to Chicago. In addition to the photographs, there is a short biography of each
artist as well as a paragraph on the image itself.
Our thanks to the members who submitted to this call .We hope everyone enjoy’s the issue.
Sincerely,

Patricia Gilman and the Publications Committee

www.pwponline.org
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Susan Bokos
This

sculpture, carved from a single piece
of white Carrera marble by Marc Quinn, was
displayed on the 4th plinth in Trafalgar Square,
London from September 2005 until late 2007. The
sculpture, Alison Lapper’s,“Pregnant”, stands almost
12 feet tall, weighs 12 tons and depicts the sculptor’s
friend, Alison Lapper when she was 8 months
pregnant. Alison Lapper was born on April 7, 1965
without arms and truncated legs, a condition
called phocomelia. Her mother gave her up when
she was born and she spent her unhappy childhood
in an English children’s home. She began painting
at a very young age, holding the paintbrush in
her mouth. Now she is an accomplished artist
and the mother of a healthy, normal son. Quinn’s
sculpture is powerful, his inspiration coming from
the fact that there is “no positive representation of
disability in the history of public art.”

Biography
Susan Bokos is an award winning fine art and
contemplative photographer who currently
resides in Holmes Beach, Florida. She has studied at
the International Center of Photography and The
Center for Photography at Woodstock. Her work
has been exhibited in various galleries in New York
City, New Canaan, Ct, Sarasota, Fl and Tampa, Fl.
Susan is continually on a photographic journey of
wonderings and wanderings. She finds delight in
the smallest of details and is often surprised to
find that these smallest of details lead to a much
larger truth.
www.susanbokos.com
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Lynne R. Cashman
I

have been photographing for over 25 years concentrating on nature and landscapes.
Born and raised In New York City I always longed to
escape to the mountains.
This image brought everything together for me.
The illustrated “real mountains” with the soaring
“peaks” of our high rising buildings to the “valley”
floor streets filled with vehicles.
The city is not so far removed from the
countryside.

Biography
Lynne has exhibited her photographs
widely in the New York City area featuring
images from Cuba, Iceland, Antarctica,
Argentina and Nova Scotia.
She is in private collections and has been recognized for honorable mention in an International
Open Call for Professional Women Photographers
and inclusion in their membership brochure.
Lynne is also featured on the web site of the NYC
Sierra Club’s Photography commitment
Lynne R. Cashman
www.lynnecashmanphotography.com

www.pwponline.org
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Elisa Decker
The

“From My Perch Series” is an ongoing series of daily
photographs taken from my Westbeth studio of the Hudson
River and the life that goes by alongside the river. I photographed this image (at full zoom) from my tiny terrace on
October 29, 2012 at about 3:00, as the wind and water were
churning up for Hurricane Sandy.

Biography
Elisa Decker received a B.F.A., summa cum laude from the
Maryland Institute College of Art, where she majored in
painting. She has exhibited extensively since 1975 and has
work in the permanent collections of Peter Hay Halpert,
Pfizer Inc., Brooklyn Art Library (The Sketchbook Project),
International Art Studio, Valievo, Serbia; Altos de Chavón,
Dominican Republic; Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado
and in many private collections. She was awarded a Camargo
Foundation photography grant and 5-month residency in
Cassis France (2003). Images from that body of work were
chosen for a solo show at Pfizer (2004). A selected list of other
residencies includes the MacDowell Colony, Millay Colony,
Ragdale Foundation, I-Park, Fundación Valparaíso, Altos de
Chavón and Rochefort-en-Terre. Westbeth Gallery mounted
a 30-year survey of Decker’s photographs, paintings and
drawings (2005). The Manhattan Borough President Gallery
presented her photographs in a solo show (March 2010). Her
work has been juried into numerous PWP exhibitions (since
2007) and was featured in PWP magazine’s March/June 2008
Issue XXV. Decker has been reviewing exhibitions for Art
in America magazine since 2004; her 22nd review for that
publication was published in the January 2013 issue, p. 103104. The artist also curates group exhibitions and leads art
gallery walks, both on her own and through Context Travel.
Decker has been teaching drawing since 2006 at Borough
of Manhattan Community College (CUNY), where she is an
adjunct assistant professor.
www.elisadecker.com
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Mariah Doren
This

image is part of a series of art works where I
am playing with unnatural landscapes, places that are
completely manmade, either through construction;
like a golf course or abuse, in this case a garbage
dump. The project started with an opportunity
to photograph Fresh Kills, which was once the
biggest landfill on earth. I build multilayered images
using photographs and drawings; re-imagining
or re-assembling and what might lie beneath
seemingly innocuous landscape. The fragments are
purposefully discontinuous or grotesquely out of
scale, but the surface of these images is lush: oiled,
waxed, sewn, painted or printed upon, masking the
ugliness beneath the ground.

Biography
Mariah Doren has an MFA in photography from Pratt
Institute and a Doctorate in the College Teaching of
Art from Columbia University. She works in photography and printmaking, with recent exhibitions in
Alexandria Museum of Art, LA, Photography Now
2011, Woodstock, NY and a portfolio published in Orion
Magazine (March/April 2012). Mariah has taught photography at School of Visual Arts, Teacher’s College
and the International Center of Photography. She
currently teaches design studios at Parsons and MFA
seminars at SUNY Purchase and SUNY Albany.
www.mariahdoren.com.

www.pwponline.org imprints
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Elizabeth Ellenwood
Untitled

008 is from a current series which
explores the urban landscape in an abstracted and
disorienting manner. By creating in-camera multiple
exposures, I build each image with overlapping shapes
and forms, causing multiple planes throughout the
photograph. All of the images printed from this series
are archival silver gelatin prints.

Biography
Elizabeth Ellenwood is a recent graduate of the New
Hampshire Institute of Art where she received a
Bachelor of Fine Art in Photography. Upon graduation, Elizabeth moved to Boston, MA to pursue her
interest in fine art photography. She currently works
as an assistant to architectural photographer Peter
Vanderwarker and as a darkroom assistant at Panopticon Imaging. Her photographs have recently been
exhibited at Panopticon Gallery in Boston and at the
Plymouth Center for the Arts where she won the Lexjet Award for Best Print and Presentation. Her work
will be included at an upcoming group exhibition at
SOHO Photo Gallery in New York City in March 2013.
Elizabeth’s photography is a part of the New Hampshire Institute of Art’s Permanent Collection as well
as private collections throughout New England.
www.elizabethellenwood.com
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Gail Gregg
The

photo here, Chicago Moment, 2006, was made in
Chicago’s magnificent Millennium Park. I owe a debt of
gratitude to Anish Kapoor’s Cloud Gate, the centerpiece
of the park; to Jaume Plensa’s three-story fountain
featuring video portraits of local residents; to the classic
architecture of the Santa Fe’s headquarters; and to the
photo gods for aligning these elements for one magical
moment.

Biography
I employ my camera as a means of exploring the world
outside my studio door, of prospecting for visual
information and of staying alert to serendipitous
alignments of people, places and things.
Most of my photographs could not have been imagined
even the moment before they were snapped. They depend
on a kind of calibration of random external forces and
occurrences – and often involve a frantic search for my
point-and-shoot camera.
www.gailgregg.com

www.pwponline.org
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Andy Mars
Snowstorm Flatiron Building image was

taken on 12/26/2010. I was walking in the Chelsea
area and came across this wonderful iconic image
during a beautiful snowfall. I used a Through The
Viewfinder (TTV) texture over the image to give it
an antique/vintage quality like the photographs
taken with old film cameras from the past. If
anyone is interested they can download TTV
textures for free on Flickr.

Biography
Andy Mars is a freelance photographer, photo artist and instructor. She is an event photographer
specializing in Weddings, Bar Mitzvahs and Pet
Events. As an artist, she integrates photography
with watercolor, acrylic paints, ink, pastel chalk
and pencils to create unique one-of-a-kind photo
paintings. For a painterly effect she photographs
at slow shutter speeds to create blurry dreamlike
images. She prints on a variety of materials, including textured photo papers and canvas, as well
as traditional photographic paper. Her main areas
of “focus” are nature, people, animals, seascapes
and urban scenes. Her work has been exhibited at
the Memorial Arts Museum in Rochester, NY, Manhattan galleries and various Soho Gallery restaurants. She is currently on the Board of Professional
Women Photographers (PWP) as Outreach
Director.
http://www.andymarsphotography.com
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Elizabeth Niesuchouski
I

wanted to get a view of the city from a different
vantage point and the Top of the Rock was the ideal
spot to experiment with light playing off the various
buildings during different times of day. I captured this
photo and not only did the light play an important
role, the shapes reminded me a of a set of Legos.

Biography
I have been a member of PWP since 2007 and I am
also a member of The Art Guild of New Jersey and The
international Center of Photography.
My photos were part of PWP’s Manhattan
Neighborhoods and Objects of Affection exhibit.
Six of my photos were chosen for The NJ Arts Guild
Commuter exhibit and Renaissance, Rebirth and
Revival exhibition hosted by RSI Bank.
Recently one of my photos was part of The SelfPortrait Project hosted by the Art House Co-op located
in Brooklyn.
The NJ Star Ledger has published several of my photos
and I was a contributor to New Jersey Destinations, a
coffee tabletop book.
My photos have appeared on labels of Jones Soda and
several chosen as “editors choice”.
Three of my photos are currently featured in the 2013
RSI Bank calendar.

www.pwponline.org
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Helen Bohmart Pine
Gantry

Park #1 is from a series of urban landscapes done
in the summer of 2012. Gantry Plaza State Park is a 12-acre riverside oasis that boasts spectacular views of the midtown Manhattan skyline, including the Empire State Building and the
United Nations. The park can be reached via the No. 7 train to
Vernon Blvd. and Jackson Ave. in Queens.

Biography
Helen Bohmart Pine is an eclectic photographer who has aimed
her camera lens at a wide variety of subjects during the more
than thirty years she has been taking photographs. Her love
of photography and her love of travel have taken her to many
beautiful and exciting locations throughout the US, Canada, the
Caribbean and Central America, Europe, Asia and Africa. From
landscapes and nature close ups to urban scenes and abstracts,
from wild animals to human portraits, her portfolio includes
them all. Her work has been exhibited in many juried shows in
the New York metropolitan area and south Florida.
flickr.com/photos/helenbohmartpine/

Continued on page 17
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Linda Sandow
Haimaey

is a small town on a small island
located off the south coast of Iceland. In 1973, the
island experienced a volcanic eruption and was
subsequently inundated with a lava flow, which
resulted in a third of its buildings being buried.
Only the strenuous efforts of the locals saved the
harbor from being blocked where some were able
to escape. Today, people who experienced the
eruption still tell of the horror of the event that,
within minutes, swallowed their homes, belongings
and, in some cases, their loved ones.

Biography
Linda Sandow is a photographer working in the fine
art genre, focusing on abstract, landscape, cityscape
and infrared photography. She expressed her artistic
talents early, becoming an accomplished musician,
playing Principal Flute with the Canadian Opera,
Royal Winnipeg Ballet and Bolshoi Ballet. Moving
on, she developed more analytically, overseeing
software development for traders at two major
financial institutions. Her photography blends her
artistic side with her technological precision. The
results are photographs that capture moods and
feelings, drawing the viewer into the scene, beyond
what is literally there on first hand observation.
Ms. Sandow currently lives in New York City where
she photographs, does Photoshop consulting and
exhibits in the tri-state area. She also exhibits on
her website: www.lindasandow.com. Linda has a
bachelor’s degree from The Juilliard School and an
M.B.A. in Finance from New York University.

www.pwponline.org
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Yvonne Short
Batman was photographed while working with

a group of students during an analog photography
residency. While demonstrating composition for the
class, she saw a young boy jump through a cut schoolyard
fence. Mrs. Shortt thought he jumped with an agility
and stealth reminiscent of her childhood superheroes.

Biography
Yvonne Shortt works with paper, paint, and
photography to archive communities and capture
transitions. Her work is on display across the country
and also held in private collections. She is currently the
Executive Director of a nonprofit organization where
she shares her art with young creative minds.
www.yvonneshortt.com
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Nancy Sirkis
Sao

Paulo Metro station is part of a project that
I have been working on for more than twentyfive years. Most people see subways as a means of
transport, a place to leave as quickly as possible;
but I see them as a magical underground world.
Subways reflect the culture and even the dreams of
a nation.
In all subways, rich or poor, functional or fabulous,
the constant motion, color, and changing patterns
of light can create moments that seem to have
emerged from a fantasy world. I try to capture these
surreal moments on film.

Biography
I waas born in New York City. The Upper West Side in
the 40s was an intimate neighborhood for a child,
with low tenement buildings, The first floor of all of
these buildings housed small Mom and Pop shops My
favorite was Rosie’s Penny Candy Store. It was safe
for an eight or nine year old to go out alone and hang
out at Rosie’s. My neighborhood had very much the
feel of a small town.
The neighborhood that I grew up in is long gone,
replaced by sterile looking high rise co-ops. But
the urban images of my childhood are etched in
my soul. For more than fifty years, I have been
photographing city images and small towns. Most of
the time I photograph ordinary things that nobody
would notice.
Most of my images are composites. I work with
short, wide angle lenses. My images usually show
more than the human eye can see at a glance. The
wide angle lens and piecing together segments,
creates a more emotional take on reality.
www.nancysirkis.com

www.pwponline.org
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Diane Smook
On a trip to Prague last year, I noticed that there

were many puppet shops. The puppets were created
with tremendous detail and I found them very
intriguing. You could imagine the puppeteers using
them to act out strange stories. In the center of the
old city there was even a building containing an
association of puppeteers. Clearly, this is an area of
the performing arts that has been important for
many years in Prague. I wish I could have explored it
further.

Biography
Diane Smook is an award-winning photographer
based in New York. Her solo exhibitions consist of
both documentary and botanical subjects, which can
be seen at:
www.dianesmook.com
www.dianesmook.wordpress.com
dpsmook@earthlink.net
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Professional Women Photographers (PWP) is a non-profit organization dedicated to the
advancement of women photographers. Through exhibitions, workshops and networking
opportunities, PWP creates a dynamic and inspiring environment that encourages individual
growth and promotes public interest in photography. Our monthly lecture series combines
social networking with the opportunity to meet successful photographers and industry
leaders who discuss their careers, artistic inspiration, and technical choices.

www.pwponline.org

Supporting & Inspiring Women Photographers

Our Mission
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